WAYNE HELIX™ FUEL DISPENSERS

Designed for youEngineered for the

World

Designed for you.
The Wayne Helix fuel dispenser line was designed for you. With
user feedback from across the globe influencing the design, these
dispensers provide the features motorists asked for; the benefits
that distributors, fleet owners and retailers profit from; and a
design that service-technicians find easy to maintain.

Engineered for the world.
The Helix fuel dispenser is the first-ever global family of fuel
dispensers, representing the best of everything Wayne has to offer.
We’ve designed and engineered our Helix dispenser line to comply
with the world’s highest safety standards and meet the ever-evolving
fueling demands of customers in the 145 countries Wayne serves.
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Technology so
advanced, you’d
swear it’s from
the future.
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The Fuel Dispenser:
Redesigned + Reconceived

Designed and engineered on a single global platform, Wayne Helix dispensers
emphasize intelligent design, advanced technology, safety and security.
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Intelligent Design
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Safety + Security
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Advanced Technology
+ High Quality

Wayne and IDEO, a renowned design and innovation consultancy, conducted
global market research and created the Helix dispenser’s design and iconic style
based on user feedback from distributors, retailers, technicians, and motorists.

Helix dispensers meet IEC and UL safety standards while addressing a wide
variety of safety concerns. From payment transactions to secure internal
dispenser components, the design of the Wayne Helix dispensers helps deter
and detect product tampering and fuel theft.

Helix fuel dispensers incorporate global components, innovative metering and
durable materials. Using the best of Wayne’s advanced technology creates a
superior fueling experience now and for the future.
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Meet the
Helix family.
One global dispenser platform,
five models to address your needs.
The Wayne Helix dispenser family is
highly configurable, addressing the
specific needs of users no matter
their fueling demands.

Helix™ 1000
Fuel Dispenser

Helix™ 2000
Fuel Dispenser

Helix™ 4000
Fuel Dispenser

Condensed Simplicity

Compact Workhorse

Big Player, Small Profile

The Helix 1000 dispenser
holds the smallest footprint
in the Helix family. Equipped
with the same Wayne DNA
and core technologies as the
rest of the family, the Helix 1000
dispenser is ideal for customers
looking for basic features,
high quality and reliability.

If you’re working within a
confined site, the Helix 2000
dispenser delivers practicality
and the latest features in
a small package — ideal for
small service stations that want
the latest in technology and
usability. Available both as laneand island-oriented models.

With the smallest footprint
of the H-style models, the
Helix 4000 dispenser offers
a sleek and iconic look and
can accommodate up to three
meters and up to four hoses.
Take advantage of multiple
configurations, blending and
non-blending, payment, and
variable flow rates.

Industry-leading
features that
reflect the very
best of Wayne
__________________________
INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Separation of “clean” and “dirty”
areas — Helps keep hoses, dirt and fuel
away from the user interface, drawing
users’ attention to the branded areas and
payment terminal
Slim, attention-getting profile —
Openness from the side and a streamlined,
refined profile are appealing to customers
and give station attendants a better view of
the forecourt
Large-panel hydraulic cabinet doors
and valances — Provides uninterrupted
branding space to boost merchandising
real estate
Weld-free exterior and framework —
Reduces catalyst points for corrosion,
helping to lower maintenance costs
and maintaining the appearance of the
dispenser
Compact footprint — Installs over
existing Wayne footprints and most
sumps, helping to simplify installation
and reduce retrofit costs

__________________________
SAFETY & SECURITY
EMV® compliance and upgradeability
— Provides full compliance with global
EMV payment security standards as well
as easily upgradable EMV-ready options

Helix™ 5000
Fuel Dispenser

Helix™ 6000
Fuel Dispenser

Core of Flexibility

Ultimate Scalability

The Helix 5000 dispenser
boasts the aesthetics and
capabilities of the Helix 4000
dispenser, but has greater
flexibility that can handle up to
four meters and up to an eighthose configuration.

The Helix 6000 dispenser
consolidates all the nozzles
with the option to deliver up
to five products, including
alternative fuels, in a scalable
framework that helps to
optimize the dispenser size and
layout for your forecourt. All
hoses, hidden within the hose
handling cabinet, are gathered
on one side of the display area.

Enhanced visibility — Promotes
assurance of personal security through
improved visibility over, around and
through the pump
Wayne iX™ Technology Platform
— Built on a single, global technology
platform, enabling configuration flexibility
that easily meets specific regional
requirements

__________________________
USER INTERFACE
Intuitive user interface (UI) and large,
bright display digits — Features angled
unit price displays above the push-to-start
buttons and white-on-black digits for clarity
in outdoor environments, providing easier
reading, day and night
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